UNDULANT FEVER #2 is produced by Bruce D. Arthurs, 920 N. 82nd St., H-201, Scotts
dale, AZ 85257, USA, and was begun on 3 June 75- UF is available for arranged trade,
letter of comment, whim, 25^ or two 10^ (or whatever's being used by the time this
comes out and have you heard of the US District Court judge who's suing the Postal
Service to make them lower the first class rates?) stamps.
ARTHURS HAS GOT HIMSELF A NEW HOBBY

Namely, testifying as a witness in traffic
court.
It all started last April. I was heading home from my then-job at the Post Of
fice, driving north on Hayden Road and approaching the intersection of McKellips.
About four or five hundred feet from the intersection, I suddenly saw that a gray
Imperial about fifty feet from the intersection had gone info a bad skid, with smoke
pouring from the tires and black marks all over the asphalt. At the same I saw this,
I looked up as the Imperial was skidding into the intersection and saw that the light
was red. At this point other traffic blocked most of my view, plus I was starting to
slow down, and I didn't see the impact itself. I did see the Imperial lurch, -though,
and saw a cloud of something, dust or water perhaps, spray up into the air from the
vicinity of the Imperial's front hood.
I shifted my car towards the left so I could get around the remains. The light
turned green and I went forward, seeing' the Imperial over by the side of. the- road
and, sitting in the left-tum lane of McKellips where it had spun, a red Datsun with
its right side smashed in.
My sense of public responsibility (the one that's always making a nuisance of it
self and getting me into trouble) flared up, and I pulled the Lime Jello into a gas
station, parked, and went over to the scetle of the accident.
Fortunately, no one was hurt. The Im
perial had hardly been scratched, and the
girl driving the Datsun had come thru with
only a very surprised expression on her
face. The cops showed up within a moment
or two, put some flares around, directed
traffic, and got the Datsun over to the
side of the road until the tow truck came
for it. I hadn't been the only one to
stop, there must have been eight or ten
people around. I filled out a witness
form, was told I'd be contacted, and went
home.
I was "contacted" about three weeks
later, when a:cop knocked at my door at
7 in the' morning and handed me a subpeona.
"A subpeona? What's it for?" I asked, not
fully awake. I remembered after a moment
or two.
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Later that same day, I got a letter from the Scottsdale ^ity Court changing the
date I was supposed to show up there to a week later. Fine with me, the later date
would be after my PO job was finished and I wouldn't have to take off work. (Did I
get the letter the same day as the subpeona because of fast mail service? No, appar
ently they d been trying to serve the subpeona for several days, but hadn't found me
in. ) Just fine, except that a few days later the same cop showed up at the same time
in the morning and gave me a new subpeona with the new date and time on it.
I wonder what my neighbors are starting to think.
Anyhoo, the 29th of May, the court date, came around. I dressed in my suit, my
tie, and my funny hat, and trucked on down to the courtroom, set in the new and at
tractive Scottsdale Civic Center. (The reason I was so dressed up was not because of
the great respect I hold for the American legal system, but because I hadn’t done my
laundry in several weeks and the suit was the only set of clean clothes I had leftJ
The guy who'd been driving the Imperial, a Mr. Elmer, pleaded not guilty. The
various witnesses, including myself and a pair of tourists from France, were then
called to the stand and gave their stories, all basically the same as I told above,
he police officer who'd arrived at the scene gave the essential measurements, such
as that the mperial had gone into the intersection for 19 feet before striking the
atsun, and that it had also left skid marks for 51 feet before stopping.
hen Mr. Elmer gave his defense. Ghod, it was-pitiful. He was quite an old per
son, hard-of-hearing, and I suspect somewhat senile. He got up on the stand and told
how the light had been green whs^ he entered the intersection and how the girl had
turned right in front of him. The prosecutor asked him how fast he had been travel
ing. .Not more than 25 miles an hour." (In a 45 mph zone?) The prosecutor asked him
how, if the light had been green, he had managed to leave skid marks for 30 feet be
fore entering the intersection? Mr. Elmer stuttered and said that the girl had turned
right in front of him.as he entered the intersection.
The judge instructed him to step down. Ho sat there with his mouth open. "STEP
DOWN, Mr. Elmer," the judge instructed. He stepped down and the judge instructed him
to stand before the bench. "This court finds you guilty of the charge against you.
Your testimony is in direct conflict with the physical evidence of this case. There
is no way you could have been going thru the intersection before starting to brake
and have left skid marks for fifty feet. This court fines you $27.50."
"I want to appeal," said Mr. Elmer. The judge told the bailiff to give him the
proper forms, and I was free to go.
The appeal will undoubtedly be denied, of course. Mr. Elmer was just one of those
people who■ manage to convince thonselves that it's the other person's fault, even in
the face of undeniable evidence-and multiple testimony.
I had an appointment at the unemployment office the same morning, so I got the
Lime Jello started up and headed towards Mesa. I was on Hayden Road again, heading
south, and had just passed University Drive when over on the left, I saw a white
pickup dart out of a side street, trying to make a left turn across traffic, and
slam broadside into a red Pontiac. "I don't believe this," I muttered as I pulled
the Lime Jello over to the side and parked.
vJhat are my neighbors going to think when I get a third subpeona?
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It's been three..or four weeks since I typed anything
for UF, and a lot’s been happening.
I did get a third subpoena, but not for the second accident. Mr. Elmer's appeal
was granted, and I had to go down to the Superior Court in downtown Phoenix at 9:00
last Friday morning.
When the cop (the same one) knocked on my door Tuesday morning before the court
date he really shouldn't have found me there. I was supposed to be in school that
time of the morning, but was bedridden with a galloping case of the 72-hour flu. I
rose from my sweat-soaked bed of pain to answer the door, took the subpoena, and
closed the door again after barely glancing at it, before weaving back to bed. See,
for a couple of days, until I regained my senses, 1 thought it was subpoena for
the second accident, and that it was going to be held in Scottsdale court again.

CATCHING UP, 2? June 75

^ell, I was well enough by Thursday to go back to school, and I had to, since
a test was scheduled for that morning. Got there, and surprise, the test had been
rescheduled for...Friday morning.
FRIPP MORNING?! ?!
The professor was understanding about it, though. The test was scheduled to
start at ? : 40, and he let me come into his office a half-hour earlier and take it.
ne problem, though; the test, was tougher, à lot tougher, than I'd expected it to
be, and I had to spend more time on each problem than I'd hoped for. Nine o'clock
got closer...and closer...and I still had problems I hadn't even started on.
hen it was 9-00, and I was on the edge of panic. The professor came over to
the desk, where 1 was tearing my fingernails out by the roots, and asked what about
.my court appointment? I rolled my eyes, made vague gestures toward the unfinished
test paper, and said something along the order of "Bibble, bibble, bibble." At
which the professor, sensing my predicament, said I could head to court and he'd
let me have fifteen extra minutes when I got back to finsh the test. He also asked
me not to look at any books, while I was out.
I was out the door and running to the parking lot. I hate to think how many
traffic laws I broke getting downtown. No curbside parking was available, so I had
to park in a parking garage (5(V each half hour, the chiselers). Then it took me
about another ten minutes to find the courtroom. The directory in the courthouse
said the proper courtroom was on the second floor, but when I went up there, it
was only some offices and no courtrooms. I asked around, and was told, "Ohhh, you
want the second floor, all right - the second floor in the old courthouse." Which
was across the street.
Finally got into the court at 9-30. I looked around the audience and saw Mr.
'Imer sitting on another bench. Safe, I thought, they haven't called his case yet.
1 sat down...and waited.
And waited. For over an hour, as other cases were called. (Some of than quite
interesting.) No call for Eiraer, though. I looked around some more. Where were the
other witnesses? Where was the Scottsdale prosecutor? After slightly more than an
hour, one of the prosecutors said that the next case would take about half an hour
Hear and requested a recess. The judge gave a ten-minute recess. At this time,
r. Imer and the man with him (lawyer or relative, I think) went and asked the
bailiff when their case was going to be called. "Elmer? Elmer? I think that one
was dismissed," the bailiff said.
Sure enough.... It turned out that Mr. Elmer had also been late arriving at
court, and had come in just a moment or two before I had. Before either of us had
come in, Imer s case had been called and the Scottsdale prosecutor for some reason
or other requested that the case be dismissed.
Can you .possibly imagine how I felt? The "airtight" case I'd been expecting
had just been thrown away. I'd had to drive like a maniac, at risk of life and
limb.
had to pay Si.50 for parking. And I flunked the physics test. Add to that
my bout with the flu earlier, and you know that that entire week must have belonged
to somebody else, because it sure wasn't my week.
Of course,.I may have flunked the test anyway. It was a bastard, no matter how
you looked at it, and just about everybody■got 20 to 30 fewer points on it than the
1st test we d had. ortuhately I±did quite well on that first test, so I'm still
passing...but not very well. If
hadn't missed three days of lectures, I might
have been able to pass regardless.
The flu I had started Sunday afternoon while I was visiting .my grandmother in
the hospital, with a violent headache. By the time .I got home, I was suffering
violent chills and went straight to bed. By Monday afternoon, though, my tempera
ture ,was back to normal and headache gone, and I decided it must have been a 24
hour bug. I even felt good enough to .write a loc.
By the time I was finshing the 16c, though, my temperature had started to climb
again and my headache was back worse than ever. I went back to bed, waking up about
once an hour with one of the most disgusting cases of diarrhea I've ever had. I
took my temperature whenever I was in the bathroom, and by midnight it had gone up
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to 104.7 degrees, Somewhere in the back of my fevered brain, one of those miscellan
eous bits of information clicked.into place, namely that a temperature of 105 or 106
is the area where you start to get...brain damage. With that for, inspiration, I
managed to get to the refrigerator and put ice packs around my head. If I hadn't
taken such a step, I might now be just a drooling, stammering, babbling idiot.
(.First person that makes a smart remark gets it! )
The hallucinations were even more fun, though. Somehow or other, I ended up in
the middle of a field in England, with one of those bone pyramids from George R. R.
Martin s "And Seven Times Never Km Man" over me, while all around me, English
fans were holding a convention. At the same time, I was still in my own room with
all the other sickles (there were a whole bunch of people as sick as me in the room,
laying on the floor, furniture, in the closet, etc). Everyone had a different idea
of khat should be done to get rid of the sickness, and I spent a lot of time argu
ing with them about it. I finally came to the conclusion that some of them were con
spiring to starve me to death.^(Actually, I was getting dehydrated from the fever
and diarrhea, but 1 felt like I was starving, not dying of thirst.) I got around
IMem. though, and managed to sneak a pitcher of lemonade out of the refridgerator.
Ha ha, you fuckers," I told the conspirators, "This stuff will keep me alive un
til I'm well."
It was a long night.
By Tuesday morning I was feeling somewhat better, fever down to 103 and hallu
cinations gone. The cop with the subpoena came by about 8:30, and a local fan picked
up some stuff I'd run off about 10:30. (There's a story about the fan's visit that's
fairly funny, if you like obscure sick jokes, but I don-'t feel like telling it now.)
By Wednesday, my temperature was slightly over. 100, and normal by that afternoon.
It s rather scary to be sick when you're living alone. I was very relieved when
my parents stopped bv on a whim Tuesday night. If I'd had any brains, I'd have
asked the cop to call them earlier that day.
Enough of sickness and disease. Now to talk about death. About a week before I
came down with the flu, the Lime Jello performed emergency service as an ambulance.
I was over at my parent's home, when the old lady across the street had a heart at
tack (not a bad one, but it was complicated by.the fact that she’d been in bed with
a chest cold that had turned into pneumonia). My mother and I got her into the Mus
tang and sped her to the emergency room at nearby Desert Samaritan Hospital. I was
familiar with the route and the usual traffic pattern in that area, and managed to
hit only one red light on the way.. Sometimes I lead an exciting life. She died nine
days later, when she had a second coronary.
What else? Somehow or other, the rumor has been going around local fandom that
I vo sold a second story to Ted White. GeX I wish I had (I could use the money),
but I haven't even written a second story since "The Return of Captain Nucleus",
much less submitted or had one accepted.
I went down and took myself off of unemployment, since I'm going to school
full-uime. It was depressing to see how the people down there automatically as
sumed that I was going to lie about it, and tried to trick me into signing a state
ment that I was a full-time student, when that was the reason I went down there in
the first' nlace.
Anything else: On y ehhh. . . the Or .ange Jello! With the cost of gas going up, and
the only-average mileage I manage to get out of the Lime Jello, I decided to get my
self a bicycle to ride back and forth to.school (about 8 miles round trip). It's an
orange-color, 5-speed, 26-inch Murray bike. Not the best bike in the world, maybe
(the rear reflector already fell off and I'll have to reattach it more securely),
but it was on sale and it gets me where I want to go. I figure that it should pay
for itself in about four months of riding it to school and other nearby locations.
No more for right now. I want to try and do a chapter in a round robin story
that's been going thru local fandom, and the last person with it ended his chapter
with the entire galactic cluster exploding. Aaaarrrggghhh....
* 4- *
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This fanzine will never use interlineos to fill up a page. Never.
4

O )
^1 Sirois, 533 Chapel St., New Haven, CT 06511
\ /
It's not easy to_share such a small state with Brad Parks. One never
—knows, you see.... I8ve never met him, but I have a vivid mental picture
A
of him, up there in his room, chained to his bedpost. The way I see it,
f—' hIs Polks have to keep supplying him with ball-point pens and lined paper
6 ( )
I°r art>' and they also have to keep throwing fanzines into the room so
'
that^he doesn t completely lose touch with the real world.
( )
Everybody knows that any car made since 1968 is a PIG. To get a really
good piece of trustworthy machinery, one has to pick up a pre-1968 vintage
\/
car< The last car I had was a lovely little 68 VW squareback. It figures
/ \
that VW would discontinue its two best models, the Squareback and the
Karman.Ghia. This proliferation of tacky half-assed VWs that we have now~ ~
adays is an influence on the VW marketing department by Madison Avenue
\/
packaging, techniques. Bleah, says I, the sour old quality -minded longhair.
The. nice thing about having an old car, tho, is that you can get
those middle-aged balding overweight bastards who try to run you off the
road.
have a friend who was attacked mercilessly by a Caddy not too long ago. My
.riend drives a Renault. He was nearly'run off the road by this jerk, so he caught
up, drove alongside, and, by threatening to scratch the Caddy's paintjob, ran it off
the road, f course, my friend is a rather vengeance-minded dude, but I'm certain
you have a few grains of sympathy lodged in your gullet for him, somewhere down
there. Eh?
My new. job is a kick-ass gas. I am now a freelance artist, living off what my
Rends can do (heh heh heh), and loving it mightily. I am working as assistant to
_alJy ■ ood, whose name may be familiar to you. We've been doing comics for DC and
just got done with a bomb called KUNG FU FIGHTER. It sucked shit (story-wise...the
art was great 1) but I managed to amuse myself by sticking in fannish terms thru-out
the S™ q ST® 3 a panel in which tw0 trucks are labeled "GH GAIER: PHOSPHENES"
and LIN-STF". -Somewhere there is a bottle of corflu, labeled such. There's yet an
other truck with "STERNBACH CO. INC." printed on it, and in the final scene (which
takes Place in a junkyard) I drew in a bass drum with part of the name of my old
AND
FLIPPERS on it, as well as a license plate which reads "NHSFFA _
his keeps me off the streets, and working from three in the afternoon to
about two.in the morning. The hours are hideous, but Woody's a hell of a nice guy,
ano.
am in effect going to art school and getting paid ten dollars a page for it!
J- at s what
call a neat job, Al, Tell Wood I've always thought his work among
the best. Tell him I enjoy
„ y whatever he does. Tell him to send me some art for my
fanzines....))

Larry Carmody, 118 Lincoln Ave., Mineola, NY 11501
There is a way to take care of that guy who cut you off on the freeway exit,
rizona, like most states, must have seme sort of anti-pollution organization. All
you have to do is send them this guy's license number and tell them his car is emit
ting smoke from the exhaust pipe. If it's like some of the organizations in New York,
he'll be bugged by letters and telephone calls until it drives him crazy and even
then they'll keep coming at him. Even if he's innocent, heh, heh.
Harry Warner, Jr., 423 Summit Avenue, Hagerstown, MD 21740
I think you were wise to decide against a permanent post office job which you
were convineed you would hate. It was thirty years before I regretted giving up a
high-paying job which I detested to enter' the Hagerstown newspaper career. Even tho
the job has gone sour in the past few years, I'm quite sure I would be in even worse
shape if I'd listened to the advice of well-moaning relatives and friends and hung
onto the job I quit for the sake of journalism. The one I abandoned was with an or
ganization which everyone assured me would give me security and a good incane for
ever and would still be there providing good work long after all of us were dead and
gone. It was the Pennsylvania Railroad.
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sistently runs at. a loss and has to request government money every year, we already
paying a subsidy for the unprofitable runs to rural and out-fo-the-way communita®s‘ -pU
sec^i°n
y°ur letter that I just realized I forgot to quote)
that if private firms took over first class deliveries, the rural places would be
p +
t Go^’ and the government would have to support deliveries to those places.
ut like
said, they already are, and I don't think the difference would be too
much from the millions we now pour into supporting USPS every year.))"

Brian Earl Brown, 55521 Elder Rd., Mishawaka, IN 46544
, .
proposed postage increase sounds terrible, I wonder if anyone has ever
ookou mto the postal.bargain they continue to get. First class mail in the 30's
Wa? r a^n°UrlTe’ 1 boüeve, today it's 1 Qz?. A comic book back then was 64 pages of
ioday 2 53 buys 18 pages, meaning that today's dime buys l/9th of what
+ in o^U1d mgazine of the 30's (which would be comparable to the pb's of today)
cost 10-2^. Paperbacks today range from 953 to $1.50 ((and up)), a six to nine fold
increase over the 30 s cost. 0ne can look at how car prices have gone up, or anything
X-î ’
seems llke the money of today is worth only about a- ninth of what it
did back forty years ago, but the cost of postage has only tripled, which really
means that it has dropped to a third of what it once was. . If tint isn't a bargain
1 don t know what is...and it probably explains why the post office can't pay its'

^hy do trumpets sound when Brett Cox appears? ((I don't know, why do trumpets
soun w en re
ox appears-)) ((This could turn out to be the greatest thing since
Courtney's boat was sawed.))
Ned Brooks, 713 Raul Street, Newport News, VA 23605
I think the mergine of first class and air mail that they are talking about is
a good idea, nut I think they should also go to a standard envelope for this class,
designed so that it could be sorted by Zip with completely automatic machinery. This
would require some slight effort on the part of the mailer, but it would get the im
portant.mail from the competent people (like fan correspondence) moving. The remain
ing illiterate scrawls would have to be handsorted, but I would guess that this is a
smaller proportion of the total. ((A while, back, some comments were going thru
about an idea for a "multiple-choice zip code envelope". I gathered that this
was an area on the.envelope where there were five lines with the numbers 0 thru 9
in each line, y circling the appropriate number in each line, the zip code could
be read by computer scan - untouched by human hands , except possibly to see that the
envelopes were.fed.thru the machine properly, and to unjam the machine if letters
got stuck.. .which is a frequent problem with the ZMTs currently being used by USPS.))

Mike Kring, PSC #1, Box 314?, Kirtland AFB, NM 87115
There^are just as man?/ people in the military who skate as they do in the CS,
but
don t think they even approach, remotely, the stranglehold the Post Offal union
has when it cones to putting the fear of reprisal into the higher mucky-mucks. Just
what the hell they could do besides strike is beyond me. ((They can claim that the
supervisory personnel involved are prejudiced, or that he's been preferential in his
treatment of employees, or that hp1s violated the union contract about coffee breaks
and. fringe benefits, or generally make life hell for a supervisor.)) And if they did
strike,
m sure they wouldn't get any sympathy from any other union in the entire
nited tatps. Everyone knows how shitty the PO is. And what gets me even more is the
fact that those machines ((the ZMTs)) were given up by the. Germans because they found
that handsorting was quicker in the long run and saved money, for it didn't involve
re-sorting and re-sorting. New, that's a fact! So why don't they do it? Because it
would make them look like fools, which they do anyway. Ahh, but I shouldn't get mad.
hysterically insane with frustration, maybe. But mad? Nawww....'
Mike Giicksohn, 141 High Park Ave., Toronto,"Ontario M6P 2S3, CANADA
Unions have certainly gained much for their members, and often protected than
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against abuse and unfair standards of work and pay, while simultaneously encouraging
incompetence, laziness, lack of intiiative, and retardation of progress. Examples of
the type you cite are commonplace, and must enrage any thinking individual, but es
sentially they are merely indicative of the basic nature of a large percentage of
humanity, the desire to get as much as possible for as little as you can. It would
be nice to think that only a small number of people abuse the protection offered by
organized labour, but I'm a bit too cynical to accept that. It may not yet be a ma
jority, but I doubt it's far from it. (You might also consider the refusal of the
postal unions to allow improvement of the service through mechanisation and stream
lining of route, etc, because of the decrease in the required number of employees.
The unions protect their members, but who protects the public from the unions? Ask
me about it next fall, when I'm on the picket line for higher wages to bring teacher's
salaries back into line with other professionally trained people in the working com
munity. Maybe I 11 have a different viewpoint then....)
Funny you should mention it! I may be getting one of the Tandy patterns for a
leather hat myself. I've always wanted such a hat, and seeing your reference to it
prompted me to ask Sheryl (who owns stock in Tandy) to get me the pattern. ((I swear,
Glicksohn. I go to_ all that trouble just to upstage you, and then you upstage me
right back’- Damn! Well all's not lost. I've been practicing to.improve my beer
drinking capacity....))

Sam Dong, Box 4946, Patrick AFB, FL 32925 ((should be a CoA in the.near future))
For funny hats, I wear either a balmoral or a glengarry or some other Scots bon
net. And occasionally a propeller beanie. But I'm identifiable without a hat, so I
see no need to become known for one. Mike Giicksohn, however, shrinks into anonymity
without his hat, or so it seems to me. ((Oh, come now! Glicksohn's not that short!))
So it's you been delaying my mail at the Post Orifice.. ..I may be becoming a civil
servant myself if I join the weather bureau. This reminds me of Newcatle-on-Tyne fan
dom's forming of Civil Service fandom because three quarters of them were government
employees. ((Or there's FOrt Lee Fandom, that I started for all the people who'd
been stationed at Fort Lee at one time or another. You. can imagine my surprise when
I found that the first person eligible to be a member of Fort Lee Fandom was...Isaac
Asimov.))
Hmm, you and the spaghetti...I can'imagine you being stopped by the fuzz and he
canes over to the car and sniffs and tickets you for going pasta than the speed lim
it. ((GROANNNNNNN!))
Eric Mayer, RD 1, Box-147, Falls, PA 18615
One thing some people don't seem to take into consideration when they talk about
jobs -is anything other than what the job pays. I have failed to be enthused over any
number of "well paying" jobs. I applied to be a manager trainee in a quick food fish
place for instance. I was pretty desperate. I applied but I wasn't enthusiastic and
no one could understand why. The job had tremendous potential, super benefits, great
advancement possibilities. Maybe. It was a great opportunity alright - to slice up
fish for the rest of my life. Maybe it's just as well they didn't like my looks.
Ben P. Indick, 428 Sagamore Ave., Teaneck, NJ 07666
I am happy to say I have solved your problems and, indeed,, furnished you with a
life style. You have, as is well-known, been frequently dismayed at the gross inef
ficiency in the military. Now, in the postal service, you are once again rising in
Arthursian wrath at the civilian equivalent. Your trouble, sir, is not merely that
you•are an honest man, which is obvious, but that you are an observant one. This
produces within you the agony of watching helplessly all the indignities of life,
the stupidities and injustices. There is an answer: BE A POLITICIAN! This will pro
vide you with a choice of modi operand! in reference.to answering these indignities:
1. Be indomitably honest, battling, fighting, never quitting. This may, however,
result in your getting nowhere, and, as a failed politician you may-be laughed at
and be in even a worse position. Nevertheless, on rare occasions, an honest politic
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ian makes it, so it must be considered, however briefly.
2. i'irst learn to smile. Practice, even, though it has not been your wont. Use
rubber bands on the corners of your mouth. Smile, somehow. Then shake hands, every
where, all the time. Even with the rubber-band throwing non-working postoffice buns.
Listen sagely to their drivel. Accept. That is the word: accept. Soon you will be
able to laugh at indignity and towink at-waste. This is vital to politicking. Be
fore long, doing all this'well at home, in the office, at the political club, you
will be nominated for an office,.and, finally, you will win. You will now be a gen
uine politician, capable of action. Of course, to be fair to your constituents, you
would not THINK of changing their occupational lifestyles or altering the daily
postoffice fun one whit. The advantage of all this to you is not that you will have
changed anything, your initial goal, but that you will have been able to freely ac
cept it as normal, and thereby gain emotional equanimity. It's either that, Bruce,
or ul cers.
((Pardon me while I. get a glass of milk. Actually, I have become somewhat in
volved in politics recently... fan politics. I'm running for Official Editor of the
n&7 local apa, AZAPA, Since no one else is running right now, it looks like I'll
have a landslide. But then, they haven't seen my platform yet, which basically boils
down to "Pay your own way...in advance." Some local fans have been getting copies
of the mailings without contributing to them, and that'll be out, unless they pay
for the mailing. But I'll be keeping a ledger of income and outgo, which is more
than anyone has done previously. A few people might be miffed at my stand, but let
them run for the office, then.)) ( (Just think, I could be the new Bruce Pelz!))
Gil Gaier, 1016 Beech Ave. , Torrance., GA 90501
You listed four essentials for living but there are five. How about supporting
your mistress, Mademoiselle Fandom. She is my major essential (aka luxury). ((Oh,
come on, Gil. Both you and Bartucci asked that question. ÔK, fandom is a large and
important part of my life, but it's not a necessity'- I wouldn't, and don't, want to
discontinue my publishing or my con vent ion-going, but the fact remains that if I
had to, if I was absolutely strapped for cash, I could drop them both. That still
leaves local club activity, letterhacking, and writing for other zines, of course.
T doubt that I'll ever completely gafiate from fandom; too many of my friends are
here.))
Rich Bartucci, PG Box ?5, Gedar Brook, NJ 08018 (til Aug 14, then back to KCCOM)
as for the United Service Medical School or whatever they're going to call it,
fear ye not. They haven't got the place set up yet, a process that could take from
two to five years. They won't be graduating anybody until four years thereafter and,
if the place is an M.D. (allopathic) institution (as it probably will be), the grad
uates will be enrolling for two, three, and four year residencies following gradu
ation. I figure- it'll be at least ten years before the government gets any joy out
of the place -- and, even then, I doubt if the output will be sufficient to supply
the Armed Forces with all the physicians it'll need.
Walter Cronkite blandly mentioned last evening that the government is looking
into a number of measures to ensure a higher level of competency in the medical pro
fession. One of them is government control of medical school entrance policies.
Wheei As ' the situation stands now, the largest single bloc of students in any
medical school intake consists of the sons of doctors. If the government takes over
and admits students on its usual "fair.and impartial" basis, we'll be seeing that
change tremendously. Instead, the classes will be composed largely of the sons of
bureaucrats and politicians.

Elst Weinstein, APDO 6-869, Guadalajara 6, Jalisco, MEXICO
Tell Bartucci that the "American Medical Community" is resposible for 2500 Amer
icans that are here at the Guad. It seems that over 10,000 foreigners are allowed
to be doctors in the USA, most of which don't speak English (or even Spanish), while
_o_

28,000 qualified Americans-are turned away from TJS Schools simply because there is
no rocm. There are Senate and House committees currently operating to study the prob
lem created by the influx of so many foreign-born doctors, many of whom are complete
ly unfamiliar with American illnesses. ((What's the difference between an American
illness and a Polish illness? Don't tell me, I've heard it before anyway.)) I'm sure
that Rich will agree that more doctors are needed, and here is a school where there
are 2500 of them, all bi-lingual. The AMA notes that students from the UAG (Autonom
ous University of Guadalajara) receive an equivalent training to American students,
with the exception of clinical work. A program called "5th Pathway" is mainly to
give students from foreign schools clinical training. It is- hoped tînt you and your
readers support anything helping 5th Pathway, sb that the US can get good doctors
tînt speak English (and Spanish).
Fat Hayden (temp CqA: General Delivery, Toronto, Ont., CANADA),
Sheryl Birkhead who's newly unemployed, Jodie Offutt who thinks I
look sexy, Brad Parks who even out-grosses himself, Bruce Townqey w^0 spilled spa
ghetti in his closet or something, Tim Marion who's taken over SOUTH OF THE MOON,
Mike Bracken with CqA (3918 N. 30th, Tacoma, WA 9840?) ,• -Gary Mattingly who has a
CqA (P0 Box 04097, Detroit, -MI 48204) and should be married by now, Brian Tannahill
who's joining the Air Force first week in July, Roy Tackett who say (or implies at
l^st) that Benedict Arnold would still have his old job if he'd had seniority,
Linda Bushyager who's being run ragged by her new job, Ken Josènhams who wants to
quote me in his zine (WYKNOT, which is surprisingly good for a new zine; write 7^02
Vicar Place, New Carrollton, MD 20784 for a copy), Ed Connor who says fans want to
hear about the PC, Dick Geis who doesn't blame me, Hank Jewell who doesn't know what
happened to CHAPS either, Steve Beatty who wants me to rejoin aPA-H, George Beahm
with a CoA (2LT George W. Beahm, 226-80-1921, FAOBC 15-75, Btry C, Off Stu Bn, Fort
Sill, OK 73503) and a request for fanzines, and Dave Reagan who wants to know if I
can write off my fanzine as a tax deduction. No, unfotunately. Fanzines (except for
people like Geis) are hobbies, not businesses.
And if I forgot anyone. ..sorry.

ALSO HEARD FROM:

q. *^.*4-* + *+ * + * + * + * + * + * + * 4-*+* + *

Another physics test this morning, and I think I
blew it almost as bad as the last one, if not worse.
I appear to be in imminent danger of flunking the course, which is something I have
n't managed to do since third grade.
I don't know. I studied, all right. 8pent about six or seven hours yesterday
going over the book and notes, marking the key equations and all, then another hour
this morning reviewing everything before the test. Then the professor handed out
the question sheets and my mind went blank. A good, third 'of the test, just a com
plete nothing in my mind. I'm daran near in shock.
An idea of mine that a lot of people seem to agree with is that most people
have some kind of inbuilt maximum level of learning they can'do. In math, for in
stance, I have no trouble at all until they get up into trigonometry, When my mind
shifts from smooth-running gears to rusty nuts and bolts. I have to really sweat
to understand trig, not just once, but every time I encounter it. Perhaps that's
my problem with physics. (As I think I mentioned a few pages back, hard science and
I have never gotten along. )
If I do fail the course, it means I won't be getting any money from VA, since
you have to keep at least a C average, if I remember correctly, and this physics
course is the only thing I'm taking this session. (I may still pass, but if I do,
it'll be because I've been getting good grades on my lab reports, which counts for
a third of the grade.')
A few possibilities present themselves, tho: I'll be talking to the professor
tomorrow about my grade, and'if it looks like.it's pretty hopeless, it may be possi
ble to withdraw from the course or get an incomplete, which would still leave me elMEANWHILE, DOWN AT THE DUMPS
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Bidl money, tho no credit. We shall see.

A MODEST PROPOSAL

Tnke a

J

things ttat have been in the pa^rs ree^; ' * ’
fet-

ish lecturer Denis Hills ^teT^Æ^

Hin?1?/ b?°k’ unle^S hlSh British officials "crawl on their knees" and beg an
ills life, timm is also well known for the execution and murder of thousands for
of
his cohnSyJ?h!’eS£ingfau abt°lut? and extr®®ely personalized dictatorship to
respect for’the teac^°of EÎ17.
and his fondness and
ation plots uginst
’.T 7?^
criticism for assassincolumnists hnrp +
h a
° x ~1Sn rulers, a few of the more conservative political
columnists have touched upon the idea that some of these plots may have been just/

a fusitive f??-0??1111-’ c°ntroversy has arisen over the "outlaw" law. Under this
sent danger wherever?! 17 1/ o!tlï/n^rth1?’ v fUdged, to be a clear and Pre-’
anyone with no fear !f n 7?
U ! in
Carolina may be shot and killed by
Tfe^copic Sfle
g
reprisals...even if the outlaw's shot in the back with
count^ieJ^f’th/wor? very simple: Idi Rmin should be declared an outlaw by the

Look’ on? of the heroes of ™ »as tte general on
turned out /if he'd?^
assassinate himm early 1944. (Unsuccessfully, it
b^n
/
?!
succeeded, no one would have called him a murderer. He'd have

0^111^X10^-.
a murderer

“”,in iS

» small-scale Hitler!

I oan't’think !'!"■' thousands s° far< He 1» a madman, a maniac,

■ being declared an outlaw, and
oy,
bet I'm going to get sane outraged comments about that:
* + * + *+ *4.*
1 knew I forgot to mention someone in the AHF:
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THE RIPOFF REPORT
by Dave Szurek

Ripoff Report" for this loc: Those "state police ID cards"
which people without driver's licenses or other picture ID need
the Detroit area at ????
f or/?teVerthey're outrageous rips in
iculous S! hI ’
! 7? already forgotten the price, but recall it's a ridshort month's bac^/v /ÏÏf^11 J°U about a11 the bullshit surrounding them. A few
fication of any sort she hid?!
ént3re3y with°ût identiprice Then thw
o' a -n to try for this crap, ^e were surprised by the high
lice Station That? uldSstÏdab/
7 °btained only thru the State Pocinct stating ,?a unrterstandable of course, but I've also understood that pre
know. Said office is InThel/of1!/1?01^' Ju?' Wh?n °r
they discontinued I don't
often needed, and the stupid ron^' d ?
dnner ° tty, where they are most
phone, they gave us a cross s+rLt
1 even7now how to give directions. Over the
is a known cross X7+ ?! street several miles before their true location. There
Dn thAir hn
J
there> but they’re chronic liars or semething. What is it?
tance, s^you^e^It^ pIy^f^S?
b^eea is not walking dispany besides? (You have
u c
1?°Ver again' ^ybe one with the phone canSS
V* “f° StraiEhtJ
just anv picture at that I nF
' Icu must supply your own picture - and not
cept! ÏHoi
SoFF'd Pl^ are the
thin® they'U
ment is a voter's registration !ard/lf%

?rv°??t J

precious things- If You've ever been married, license

or It the

ivorce papers are compulsory. (I'm not mentioning the expected items
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like birth certificate, social security card, etc.) So you get these things taken
*
care of, right? Once you get there, wait an eternity to be seen, and pay a slumlord’s •
ransom, turns out all they do is paste the pic on a card and laminate it. But think
you get it right away? Unh-uh, they make you wait a couple weeks to a month - maybe
longer. I suppose they’re busy checking if you're a fugitive or seme silly shit! Or
is it true that they merely enjoy putting you thru a hassle? While there, I noticed
that one applicant was rejected on the basis that he was serving probation! Seems
that people on paper can't get one! Had he neglected to tell them about it, I wouldn t doubt that he'd have been carted off to jail on one of their numerous bullshit
charges. State Police Identification Cards - a rip-off in my estimation!
Ulo my knowledge, the only similar thing around here are "19 cards", to allow
19-year olds to purchase liquor. Whddda laugh they are! ## Why do I have this
sneaky suspicion that the reason they want you registered to vote is so that the
incumbent administration will have a bunch of non-voting people on the rolls that
they can, err, umm, vote for in the'next election?))

The^Ripoff Report" is an open and irregular column in UF, By "open", I mean
that there s no one.columnist, but anyone can write in with .a description of one
of their favorite rip-offs, cheats, fraudulent advertising, whatever.))
* + ^+ * + * + * + * + * + * + * + *+ne + * + * + * + :!t + * + * + ^ + * + # + ^
THE ENDZINE
I'm dosing this issue out’ on 30 June 75. This issue is following
fairly fast on the heels of "the last one, due mostly to the relative
ly large letter column. I seem to pull in a lot of good letters with my fanzines,
and it s possible that UF may evolve into more of a letterzine in time.
irculation this time will be reduced, since I'm not planning on sending any
copies thru apas this time. About 100 print run.
I'll be heading out.to Westercon Thursday morning or early afternoon, after the
physics test (thank Ghod!). Report will probably be in next issue. That also
means that this may not get run off and mailed until after I get back. Win a few,
lose a few. I'll try and get it run off, if not mailed, and take a few copies to
the con.
This is Wlaçôda Press Publication #11.
A few plugs: Bin Bowers or Roy Tackett for TAFF (I sure can't decide which of
the two' is more worthy). Orlando in '77, I guess (I'M not particularly enthusiastic
about any of the cities running; maybe I'll stay home that year). Britain in *79Brink milk and eat yogurt. Conserve fuel; don’t go anywhere. Turn a hose on ciga
rette smokers. Sign the register Mr. & Mrs. John Smith. Will your body to the N3F.
Tf you hate cats, shame on you. Take a Biafran to lunch. Go to bed early;
A.M.
sounds reasonable. Off Idi and up the organization.
Bo you get the impression I'm trying to fill up space?
* + * + * + * + * + * + * + $ + * + * + $ + $ + $ + $ + $
+ $ +
+ $ + $
$
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